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Inside this new edition is all the information you need to have the family vacation of a lifetime at the

Orlando theme parks. Up-to-date and written with the help of more than 500 families, this guide is

packed with details on all the attractions at Walt Disney World, Universal Orlando, and SeaWorld.

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s user-friendly, fun, and designed for at-a-glance reference. And it will help you and your

family plan the vacation each of you wants.
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Kim Wright Wiley---mother of two, Lowell Thomas Gold Award recipient, and novelist---wrote the

first edition of Walt Disney World with Kids in 1989. More than 20 editions later she's exceeded 50

visits to the parks, a statistic that stuns even her. Her Disney favorites? The Rock 'n' Roller Coaster,

the character Eeyore, and the California Grill. When she's not at the theme parks, she's at home in

Charlotte, North Carolina.

We are headed to Disney in Sept '11 for the first time with our children 3 girls ages 4,7,9 and 1 boy

age 5. I wanted to break down the ages of my children and also note they are are all very different



my 9 yr old daughter hates girlie girl things and thinks the princesses are only for little girls, my 7 yr

old is just now getting over princess but still girlie, and my 4 year old is girlie girl princess crazy; my

son is all about Buzz Light Year and anything rough and tough. Sitting through a Winnie the Pooh

breakfast would not entertain any of my children and sitting through a princess breakfast would

really only excite our 4 year old. This book was a wonderful tool to planning our trip to accomodate

all the children and gave great tips for instance Ill take my 4 and 5 year old to see Mickey Mouse

Playhouse while my husband takes the older girls on the Tower of Terror. This book gaave a great

guideline to the rides and shows so we can better decide what to skip and what to split up for. The

dining guide also wonderful we will be making our reservations next week based on the restraunts in

this book it helped us decide how to use our dining plan. Im glad I picked this book to help plan our

trip its exactly what we needed. I have done the online research and theres lots of vacation info

online too. I liked that this book had it all in order and was easy to read I highlighted so much info

and folded all the pages regarding rides and shows which i later noticed the pages with ride and

show info for each park were grey blue very easy to spot with the book closed =) I am not trying to

plan every second of our trip that would be no fun, I just want to make sure we dont miss the good

stuff. I would recommend this book to anyone planning a trip for the 1st time!!

If you go to Disney World without a well thought out plan, you are setting yourself up for failure.

There are too many things to do, to many things to see, and too many things to spend money on.

We found this book tremendously helpful in planning our day to avoid the worst of the crowds and

see the truly worthwhile attractions. I've never been one to plan out every moment of a trip,

preferring to take it as it comes, but that would have been disastrous at DW. Following this book

help us get organized and take advantage of our time there.

Kim's books are the best books out there for tacking Disney with Kids. Over the years, I've probably

owned 4 of her books. We'll be going back to Disney again, and when we do, Kim's newest book

will go with us.

I was hoping for a book that really identified how everything ranked for kids, such as how things

ranked for a given age group. While there is some of this ("must see for preschoolers"), it was not

as detailed as I had expected, which was really a grade for each of the rides, restaurants, etc by

age group, and why. Instead, what I got was a book that had a general three-star (or low/med/high)

"good for kids" grade (and let's be honest - this is Disney... it's ALL good for kids of some age), with



some vague opinions on ages. In a lot of cases, it says that a show may be good for all ages, and

low scare factor (the scare factor part was useful - I'm looking for low-scare events), and perhaps

my kids are different (2yo and 4yo), but sitting through a 30 minute show just isn't going to happen

(and to be fair, my kids don't watch television).Instead, this book seemed to focus a lot more on the

budgetary aspects of going to Disney. While I think a book about doing Disney on a budget is a

good idea, I do not feel this was consistent with the title of the book, and was not the reason I

bought this book. I feel that the focus on budget overwhelmed the book.I also boughtÃ‚Â The

Complete Walt Disney World 2011, which I significantly preferred.

I bought this book for my grandaughter to research the attractions at Walt Disney World. She put

this to good use to selection the attractions and rides that she wanted to see and do.

You will get the best Disney experience if you use this guide book first. Easy reading and great tips.

I bought this book as a gift and they told me they did not find it helpful at all.The book describes but

does not rate the quality of any of the activities.A much better book is "THe Unofficial Guide to Walt

Disney World".
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